
powerful winds but for some days spent at home"

days  of  no  wind  and  always  experiencing  quite  some  turbulence  with  never  too 

18136: "a very unstable beginning of the autumn in the netherlands with very few 

giving less importance to the blue flow"

spot light and creating a drop like central shape maintaining the black dot yet 

07182:  "painting  in  the  attic  and  still  finding  it  quite  dark  despite  the  new 

flood in india"

all around the world with several bus crashes and other minor occurrences but a 

12177: "in the netherlands checking the news regularly reading about casualties 

painting was executed"

to elaborate anything digitally despite again the darkness in the attic where the 

colouring a big circle outside the blue shape and also making it yellow not having 

07180: "simple painting maintaining the same movement as the previous one but now 

at myrthe's slow pace"

going only once to breda walking both in the forest there and in the city always 

also  in  utrecht  and  biking  to  smaller  villages  along  and  across  the  river  lek 

silvester's birth and keeping in the netherlands walking mostly in culemborg but 

05140: "taking limited walks with myrthe home and just a few weeks left before 

account of world war one and dreaming several aspects of the book"

political   debate   around   but   at   last   also   getting   affected   reading   remarque's 

the  situations  with  the  hunter  revolt  against  my  project  in  the  alps  and  the 

tv at times and getting affected by it and in particular getting affected by all 

02170: "a month away from the mountains in the netherlands now resuming to watch 

rainy period keeping us at home waiting for our new born"

some days of sun and some getting quite hot but then precipitating in a gloomy and 

16140: "experiencing an increasingly colder weather in the netherlands with still 

thoughts afraid of being hear by passers"

my   art   installation   in   italy   also   not   feeling   very   comfortable   to   record   my 

new life ahead in a foreign country and much public debate for the realization of 

09109: "recording thoughts now less seldom and feeling rather in a limbo with a 

visit her friends beside her feeling generally very tired"

there and only venturing for small trips to breda and utrecht to allow myrthe to 

and waiting for the birth of our son staying in culemborg filming the publi spaces 

13190: "filming still while in holland with myrthe home for her maternity leave 

on each side in their colour and spending much time post editing"

upward and feeling quite satisfied yet being unable to render the half black dots 

07179: "continuing the previous painting now with the same movement of surfaces 



turned almost three dimensional with an extra layer of silver"

paint in the attic and resolving a too large pink surface with an extra circle now 

07184: "making use of time myrthe and silvester are asleep as well as livia to 

other people and in this respect also stuttering"

italy  yet  at  times  being  quite  ashamed  to  speak  too  loudly  not  to  be  heard  by 

considering  all  the  political  malleability  that  has  affected  my  installation  in 

well   as   alone   while   strolling   around   in   woerden   under   some   rain   and   still 

09110: "recording thoughts right up to silvester's birth walking with livia as 

control and seeking natural recovery"

revenge  on  the  actual  mechanic  interference  of  humans  also  in  the  end  loosing 

mountains  now  landed  to  my  neighbours  and  again  making  the  animal  protagonist 

08111:  "fable  inspired  by  an  actual  badger  spotted  in  my  lower  fields  in  the 

the chicken garden or by the river"

but generally beside that also taking nice walks with livia in the clean air to 

floor inhaling some chemicals as well as inhaling some traffic walking out to shop 

room awaiting for his birth and painting walls and bedroom and window and even the 

15125: "a month spent renovating our dutch house and especially baby silvester's 

with the resting shiva"

later a guru pretending to be a guru on the way up the tiruvannamalai mountain 

withdra money in the cash machine but also meeting an american italian woman and 

of the guru and getting to know her while waiting in a huge line to be able to 

follower of amma and a former russian actress now devoted to thw following of one 

such as a british archer and a german and an italian traveler but also a dutch guy 

out but making often on foot to the main guru sites and meeting several westerners 

during a main festivity with many pilgrims coming there and us staying quite far 

10135:  "still   in  the  southern   indian  small  city   of  tiruvannamalai   with  davide 

the window to get more daylight avoiding later post editing"

with a side dot and finally deciding to photograph the resulting painting under 

07183: "painting right before the birth of silvester and keeping it rather light 


